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1. Advantages of the WINDFLY Rig relative to traditional sail rigs 

Factor Consequence Benefit 

• Less prone to knock down and capsize in heavy weather • Safer 

• More stable  • More comfortable 
• No wind induced heel 

• No heel resistance • Faster 

• Resistance on planing hulls falls very quickly as the Length Displacement ratio increases 

from 5.2 to 6.9. A Length Displacement ratio greater than 5.7 is generally considered 

desirable for a planing hull. Using a traditional sail rig, it is very difficult to build standard 

yachts with a length displacement ratio larger than about 5.2, therefore the vast majority of 

yachts are unable to plane reliably and are therefore unable to achieve speeds 

corresponding to a Froude number greater than around 0.45. Due to the reduction in 

ballast, standard yachts using the WINDFLY Rig will typically have a Length displacement 

ratio in the range of 6 to 6.5, yachts using the WINDFLY Rig are therefore be able to plane 

reliably when there is sufficient wind. 

• Much faster 

• Ballast reduced or omitted 

• In light winds when planing is not possible, the reduction in ballast reduces resistance: for 

the same drive load a yacht using the WINDFLY Rig travels faster than a yacht using a 

traditional sail rig. 

• Faster, even in light wind 

• A very large kite or wing may be used • Since there is no heeling moment a very large kite or wing can be used. • Faster 

• Added resistance in waves is reduced. • Faster 

• Narrower hulls reduce pitch and roll due to waves and also reduce slamming in heavy seas. • More comfortable movement 

No heeling moment is applied to 

the boat 

• Narrower hulls possible for displacement 

craft 
• A narrow hull makes it easier to achieve a high angle of vanishing stability and a small or 

zero negative area on the static stability curve.  This improves the self righting capacity in 

the event of knock down in rough seas. 

• Greater potential for self righting (safer) 

• The hull will travel through the water along the axis of the hull, this reduces resistance. • More direct, faster A combined ‘keel-rudder’ can be 

used to steer the boat and also to 

resist the sideways component of 

the load from the kite or wing 

• No leeway 
• A deep V hull form can be adopted without increasing resistance due to vortex shedding 

as water flows across the hull. The deep V hull form improves course keeping in heavy 

seas, and also reduces pounding in waves. 
• More comfortable 

• Mount on any hull designed to plane using 

an outboard motor 

• If the rig is appropriately proportioned the drive force may be applied at approximately the 

same location and inclination relative to the hull as the drive force applied by an outboard 

motor. The WINDFLY Rig can therefore be mounted on any hull designed to plane using 

an outboard motor. 

• Practicalr 

Constant level and inclination of 

the drive force relative to the hull 

• Plane upwind, plane downwind 

• There is no difference in the operation of the WINDFLY Rig whether the boat is travelling 

downwind or upwind: using a WINDFLY Rig a boat can plane upwind as well as 

downwind. 

• Faster 
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Figure 1.1.1 - The line of action of the kite acts directly through the centre of lateral resistance 

 

“Displacement” 

In static conditions the hull of a boat displaces a volume of water which has a mass equal to the mass of the 

boat. This volume of water is the “Displacement” of the vessel. 

 

“Froude Number” 

When considering the relationship between the speed of a vessel and the resistance provided by the water it 

is useful to think in terms of the Froude number. This is a dimensionless ratio which allows the shape of the 

resistance curve to be plotted generically for a vessel of any size. The Froude number is defined as: 

Froude number = [Speed] / {[Gravity] . [Length of the boat at water level] }
0.5

 

 

“Length Displacement Ratio” 

The key criteria determining the resistance which the water provides to a sailing yacht travelling at high speed 

is the dimensionless ratio:  

Length Displacement ratio = [Length of the boat at water level]/ [Displacement]
1/3

 

 

“Ballast Ratio” 

The ballast ratio is the dimensionless ratio:  

Ballast ratio = [Mass of ballast] / [Total mass of vessel (including ballast)] 

 

Some technical terms explained  

1.1 No heeling moment - Reduced ballast: Attaining high speeds 

 

A sailing yacht with a traditional rig relies primarily on the weight of ballast (mostly located in 

the keel) to balance the boat against the heeling action of the wind. The maximum sail area 

which can be carried by a sailing yacht is limited by the ballast and hull geometry. The 

requirement to carry ballast makes a yacht heavy.  

 

As illustrated in figure 1.1.1 the WINDFLY Rig provides a means for attaching a kite or wing to 

a boat in such a way that the line of action of the kite / wing pull acts directly through the 

centre of lateral resistance. Therefore the kite pulls the boat forward without making the boat 

heel as a traditional sail rig does. Since there is no heeling moment the ballast can be very 

much reduced or even omitted altogether (some ballast may still be required, for example if it 

is desired to make the yacht self righting). 
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Chart is for hull type “series 62 single chine” with test data collected by Clement & Blount 1963 

 Other hull forms provide similar results 

 

Reducing the weight of ballast increases the (Length / Displacement
1/3

) ratio and reduces resistance 

 

Figure 1.1.2 

Figure 1.1.2 provides an example of how the resistance provided by the water varies with the 

Froude number for vessels with different Length Displacement ratios. (The Froude number is a 

measure of the speed of the vessel) 

 

Figure 1.1.2 demonstrates that as the Froude number increases above about 0.35 the resistance 

falls very quickly as the Length Displacement ratio increases from 5.2 to 6.9. As the Length 

Displacement ratio increases further the resistance continues to fall but at a slower rate. 

The “hump” in the resistance for hulls with a lower [Length / Displacement1/3] ratio makes it 

difficult for such boats to achieve speeds corresponding to a Froude number greater than 

about 0.45 . Due to the mass of ballast required to control heeling the vast majority of yachts 

have a [Length / Displacement1/3] ratio of 5.2 or lower, the vast majority of yachts are therefore 

unable to achieve speeds corresponding to a Froude number greater than around 0.45 even if 

the hull form is suitable for planing. 

 

“… the high speed range can only be reached if the length displacement ratio is large enough. 

Exactly how large the ratio has to be is impossible to say, since other parameters, as well as 

section shape, stability, etc also play a role. However, values around 5.7 are often quoted in the 

literature. Hulls with lower values are likely to run into the ‘barrier’ at around Froude Number = 

0.45, while those with a larger ratio may pass the hump and reach higher speeds. The larger the 

ratio the higher the speed possible. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to build standard yachts with 

a length displacement ratio larger than about 5.2, due to structural problems. Extreme racers such 

as the America’s Cup yachts may, however, reach values up to 7.5 … “ 

Larsson & Eliasson, Principles of Yacht Design, 3
rd

 Edition 2007 

 

Increasing the (Length / Displacement
1/3

) ratio reduces water 

resistance on the hull 

(Length / Displacement
1/3

) ratio: 

5.29 

5.97 

6.92 

7.81 

8.60 
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Effect of reducing ballast on the (Length / Displacement
1/3

) ratio
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Figure 1.1.3 

For most yachts the ballast accounts for around 45% of the total displacement. The ballast is 

required to balance the heeling moment caused by the wind acting on the sails.  

 

Figure 1.1.3 summarises how the length displacement ratio varies as the ballast ratio is reduced 

from 45%. The chart is based on a good performance “standard” yacht with a length 

displacement ratio of 5.2 and a ballast ratio of 45%. 

 

Figure 1.1.3 demonstrates that the reduction in ballast required for yachts using the WINDFLY 

Rig makes it possible to increase the Length Displacement ratio above 5.7 which will allow the 

yacht to “pass the hump and reach higher speeds”.. 

 

 

 

1.2 No heeling moment – Reduced ballast: Faster even in light wind 

 

In light winds the kite will provide insufficient drive for the boat to plane and achieve a Froude 

number greater that about 0.45. However, reduction in ballast significantly reduces resistance. 

So, because boats using the WindFly Rig require little or no ballast, for the same drive load a 

boat using the WINDFLY Rig will therefore travel faster than a yacht using a traditional sail rig. 

 

 

 

1.3 No heel: Reduced resistance 

 

The resistance applied to a sailing yacht increases as the yacht heels … typically the heel 

resistance might account for around 5% of the total resistance. Since the WINDFLY Rig allows 

the kite / wing pull to be applied without causing the boat to heel this component of the 

resistance can be avoided. 

Yachts using the “Rig” 

operate in this zone 

A good performance 

“standard” yacht 
Desirable minimum length 

displacement ratio for planing 
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Figure 1.4.1 – Use of combined keel-rudders to balance the sideways kite load 

 

 

Figure 1.5.1 – The WINDFLY Rig mounted on a displacement boat 

1.4 No leeway 

 

If the WINDFLY Rig is mounted on the transom, the keel and rudder may be combined. The 

combined ‘keel-rudder’ is used to steer the boat and to balance the sideways component of 

the kite load. There is no requirement for leeway of the entire vessel to generate lateral loads 

on a fixed centreboard or keel: Leeway can be eliminated. Since leeway is avoided the hull will 

travel through the water along the axis of the hull. This further reduces resistance. 

 

Since leeway is avoided a deep V hull form can be adopted without increasing resistance due 

to vortex shedding as water flows across the hull. The deep V hull form improves course 

keeping in heavy seas, and also reduces pounding in waves. 

 

This is considered in more detail in “4. The WINDFLY Rig - Use of combined 'keel-rudders' to 

avoid leeway”. 

 

 

1.5 The vertical component of the kite lift: (limited) Reduced resistance 

 

When the WINDFLY Rig is mounted on a displacement boat that is not intended to plane 

there is no reqirement to provide a hydrofoil to offset the vertical component of the kite load. 

The vertical component of the kite load reduces the displacement of the hull and therefore 

adds to the benefit obtained by reducing the requirement for ballast. However the resistance of 

the boat is small in comparison to the total mass, the the vertical component of the kite load is 

therefore small relative to the displacement of the boat: therefore the reduction in resistance 

due to the vertical component of the kite load is limited. 
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Figure 1.6.1 – Hydrofoil to balance the ‘vertical’ component of the kite load on a planing boat 

 

 
Extract from “Naval architecture of planing hulls”, Lindsay Lord, 3

rd
 edition 1963 

Figure 1.7.1 

1.6 Constant level and inclination of the drive force: plane upwind & downwind 

 

When the WINDFLY Rig is mounted on a boat that is intended to plane a hydrofoil will 

generally be provided below the WINDFLY Rig so that the downward hydrofoil lift largely 

balances the vertical component of the kite load. The drive force applied to the boat therefore 

acts at approximately constant inclination relative to the baseline of the hull.  

 

If the rig is appropriately proportioned the drive force may be applied at approximately the 

same location and inclination relative to the hull as the drive force applied by an outboard 

motor. The WINDFLY Rig can therefore be mounted on any hull designed to plane using an 

outboard motor. 

 

There is no difference to the operation of the WINDFLY Rig whether the boat is travelling 

downwind or upwind: using a WINDFLY Rig a boat can plane upwind as well as downwind, 

like a kitesurfer or windsurfer. The vast majority of sailing boats do not plane, and those that 

can plane are only able to do so travelling downwind.  

 

This is considered in more detail in “8. The WINDFLY Rig - Planing upwind as well as 

downwind”. 

 

1.7 A narrower hull (reduced resistance for displacement hulls) 

 

Yacht hulls are wide to increase the resistance to heel. A wide hull increases the added 

resistance in waves. For displacement hulls use of the WINDFLY Rig allows a narrower hull 

form to be adopted which reduces the added resistance, and also improves comfort in rough 

weather. The added resistance in waves typically accounts for around 10% of the total 

resistance, by adopting a narrower hull it will be possible to reduce this value by a few percent. 

 

For planing hulls the optimum aspect ratio to limit resistance falls in the range 0.35 to 0.40. This 

optimate aspect ratio is unaffected by the use of the WINDFLY Rig. 

 

Note: 

A longer narrower hull has a larger wetted surface than a shorter wider hull so the skin 

friction is greater for the longer narrower hull. In all but the calmest conditions the 

increased resistance due to skin friction is more than offset by the reduction in the 

added resistance in waves. 
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1.8 Very large kite / wing area 

 

The WINDFLY Rig theoretically allows a kite of any size to be fitted to a boat, this will allow 

the boat to achieve significantly greater speed than a traditional sailing yacht. The maximum 

size of the kite is limited by:  

i) The general requirement to avoid lifting the boat bodily out of the water. 

ii) If the WINDFLY Rig is located towards the stern of the boat the maximum kite size is 

limited by the requirement to avoid causing the boat to “pitchpole” when a boat is 

thrown stern over bows into an inverted position.  

In practice there is a diminishing return, so there is a sensible upper limit on the useful 

maximum size of kite – however there is significant benefit relative to the maximum sail area 

that can be carried by a sailing boat. 

 

 

1.9 Conclusion 

 

The vast majority of conventional sailing yachts cannot plane and cannot exceed speeds 

corresponding to a Froude number of around 0.45 (8 knots, 10 mph for a 10m yacht). A 

"standard" yacht using the WINDFLY Rig is able to “pass the hump [start planing] and reach 

significantly higher speeds”.  

Even racing yachts with a length displacement ratio > 5.7 are generally only able to plane 

travelling downwind. Yachts using the WINDFLY Rig are able to plane travelling upwind as 

well as downwind. 

In light winds when the kite provides insufficient drive for the boat to plane the reduction in 

ballast required significantly reduces resistance: for the same drive load a boat using the 

WINDFLY Rig will therefore travel faster than a yacht using a traditional sail rig. 

 


